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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The William KauffmanHouse is a two-story brick residence built in 1891-92. Rectangular
in shape, the structure measures 25' by 35' with the long axis nearly east-west.
It sits in the heart of the small community of Rico, in southwest Colorado.
The roof is flat and pitched approximately 2"/12" from front to back or from east
to west. A wood cornice topped^the walls on the east and south, but now only survives
on the eastTfront) facade. Originally a porch surrounded the west and south sides
and an outbuilding stood near the southwest corner.
Both are now gone. The
immediate surroundings have also undergone change over the years; frame residences
which formerly stood to the north were destroyed some years ago by the flooding
of Silver Creek.
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The brick surface on the east and south sides is relieved by rectangular recessed sections
containing the bays.
The front (east) facade contains an arched entrance
with transom and a large window on the first level. Two segmentally arched bays are placed
on the second level. The south side contains a central entrance with a large
window on the east end, a narrow (32" by 80") window to the other side. The upper
story has three arched bays. The north wall contains only two bays, one on each
floor.
The rear or west wall of the building was severely deteriorated due to water and
ice damage. Therefore the rear wall was removed and rebuilt on a new foundation
with matching old brick. The entire foundation was repointed, as were the remaining
three walls where necessary.
Interior renovation has been complete and in the building's original cast. Wiring
and plumbing are new and heat is by wood stove and electric baseboard. The original
window openings have been retained and custom built red oak sash with insulating
glass have been fitted. An exception is the reconstructed west wall where the
window frames were destroyed. Here, stock windows as close in size as possible
to the original were fitted.

According to information provided by Mrs. Dazarene KauffmanAmes, a resident
of Rico since 1915.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Built in 1891, 1 "the William KauffmanHouse, the only brick or masonry residence
in Rico, reflects the economic development of the community and the history of the
town's principal activity, silver mining.
Rico, incorporated in October 1879, began as a log cabin mining camp in the 1870s and
boomed in the 1880s until the Silver Panic of 1893. During this period, some of the
hastily built frame houses, often built without foundations, were replaced with more
enduring and refined buildings of stone and brick. The William KauffmanHousewas built
on the site of a
frame house which was moved nearby to allow construction on the
site.
At its time of construction and still today, the William KauffmanHouse is unique in
both its size and quality of construction when compared to the small frame residences
that still typify Rico. Built at the height of prosperity, with 10' ceilings, 80" high
arched windows, plaster on wood lathe interior, and wainscoting in much qf the downstairs,
it reflects the success of Rico mining. Its vernacular Victorian elements are shared by
the diagonally adjacent Old Dolores County Courthouse (built 1892; restored 1976; listed
National Register). Almost all of the other remaining masonry buildings in the town,
none of which were originally residences, date from the late 1880s to 1893.
Lived in by the Kauf.fmanfamily until 1915 (Dazarene KauffmanAmes lives in California,
age 82), the'subsequent use of the house is not certain but was probably residential.
It was acquired by the Rico Argentine Mining Company in the late forties and housed
miners for that company until the Rico Argentine (mine) closed.in 1971. Vacant and
further deteriorating since 1971, it was restored in 1980-81.
The surrounding town, 320 acres amid the San Juan National Forest, depressed and boarded
up, is now reawakening. Other buildings are being rehabilitated and there is increasing
interest in tourism and recreation as well as mineral extraction. A number of mining
artifacts and structures are now being stabilized and protected by the new owners of
the Rico Argentine.

According to Darzarene Kauffman Ames, descendent of the original owner ,., in a letter,
August 8, 1982, the house dates to around 1872, which is as yet unsubstantiated.
According to Darzarene Kauffman Ames, Hill was originally from Chillecothe,
Missouri. With partners V. J. Kraft and Robert Pellet, he was responsible for other
buildings in Rico, such as the Congregational Church. He died c. 1893 and is buried
in Rico.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

The NE corner of the nominated area is located 40' from the intersection of Si
and Silver Creek with the boundary running S 87' on Silver6en
the SW corner; then northerly 87'; then 100* E to the corner of origin. (See Map 3)
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William Kaufmaiji House
Dolores County| Colorado
Map 2

Scale; i inch =t 400 feet.
Date: Unknown,
City map of Rico.
Nominated site shown in red,

William Kaufman House
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